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Date labels are the dates on food packaging that are accompanied by phrases such as “use by,” “best before,” “sell by,” “enjoy
by,” and “expires on.” Date labels can lead to food waste because they are misleading to consumers and result in safe,
wholesome food being needlessly thrown away.
Federal Law on Date Labels
There currently is no federal law regulating date labels.1 Congress has, however, passed legislation delegating general
authority to the FDA and the USDA to ensure food safety and protect consumers from deceptive or misleading food
labeling.2 Unfortunately, the FDA and the USDA have not interpreted this authority to allow them to regulate date labels,
thus:
 The FDA does not require date labels on foods, other than infant formula. 3
 The USDA does not require date labels on foods under its purview, including meats, poultry, and egg products. 4 If,
however, USDA-regulated foods are dated, either as required under state law (see below) or voluntarily, they must
include: (1) a day and month (and year for frozen or shelf-stable products) and (2) an explanatory phrase, such as
“sell by” or “use before.”5
Connecticut State Law on Date Labels
Because federal law is so limited, states have broad discretion to regulate date labels. As a result, inconsistent date labeling
laws exist across the country.6 What has been consistent, however, is food manufacturers’ practice of basing these dates on
optimal food quality and freshness, not on food safety.7 Despite this fact, many consumers continue to believe date labels are
related to food safety.8 However, no link has been shown between eating food after its labeled date and foodborne illness.9
Connecticut state law requires date labels only on dairy products. 10 Milk, cream, yogurt, soft cheese, and other dairy
products such as cream cheese and sour cream must be marked with a last sale date. 11 Dairy products that are not packaged
and heat-treated for storage at room-temperature must also display the words “Keep Refrigerated.” 12 Dairy products that
are packaged and heat-treated for storage at room-temperature must display the words “Keep Refrigerated After Opening."13
Connecticut law does not restrict the sale or donation of dairy products after the last sale date.
Connecticut has also adopted the voluntary version of the Uniform Open Dating Regulation, model regulations adopted by
the National Conference on Weights and Measurements and published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST).14 This guidance is intended to standardize practices on “open dating”, or date labels that are visible to the public.
Only four other states have regulations that automatically adopt the most recent Uniform Open Dating Regulation. 15 Because
Connecticut has adopted the voluntary version of the model regulations, manufacturers are not required to place date labels
on food products in Connecticut, aside from the dairy products identified above. However, when manufacturers use such
labels voluntarily, they must conform to the Uniform Regulation, described below. 16
If date labels are used on perishable food items, the Uniform Regulation requires the use of a “Sell by” date, which must allow
a reasonable period of time—defined as one-third the shelf-life of the product—to pass following the sale of the product
before it spoils or loses value.17 If a manufacturer chooses to use a “Sell by” label on perishable food items, those items
cannot be sold after the passage of the “Sell by” date unless clearly marked as being past-date.18 If date labels are placed on
semi-perishable or long-shelf-life food, the Uniform Regulation requires a “Best if used by” label. 19 These food items can be
sold past-date, as long as the food is wholesome and meets physical quality standards. 20
Connecticut law exempts dairy foods that are already required to be marked with a last sale date from the requirements of
the Uniform Open Dating Regulation.21

Conclusion
In sum, because there is no federal law on date labeling, regulation of these labels has been left largely to the states.
Connecticut requires date labels only for dairy products, but does not explicitly prohibit the sale of these items
past this date. However, manufacturers that choose to place date labels on other products in Connecticut must
follow the Uniform Open Dating Regulation. The voluntary version of the Uniform Regulation requires the use of
“Sell by” dates on perishable products and “Best if used by” dates on semi-perishable and long-shelf-life products. It
also requires that perishable products sold after the “Sell by” date be clearly marked as past-date.
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